As a means of framing and filtering the past, nostalgia asserts a sense of stability in a context of imminent change. The nostalgic reconstruction of history at once seems to extinguish history's temporal distance, while providing for a pleasant experience through the repression of its negative aspects. In the late twentieth century, nostalgia became a common experience as history and tradition began to play a crucial role in consumer culture. The uncertainty faced by Hong Kong in the 1980s and 1990s, with the anxiety of the 1997 handover looming, made it an exemplary production site for a wide range of nostalgic cultural products. Through the analysis of two prominent exponents of Hong Kong nostalgic design-graphic designer Alan Chan and fashion house Shanghai Tang-this article examines nostalgia's appeal to both local and global audiences. Alan Chan's graphic design work in the 1980s, and his subsequent move into product design in the 1990s, were marked by the appropriation of nineteenth-century China Trade paintings and Shanghai commercial imagery from the 1920s and 1930s. The fashion house Shanghai Tang provides a further example of Hong Kong's nostalgia fever, but with a more eclectic approach to Chinese history taking in not only modern Shanghai, but Qing dynasty and Maoist nostalgia as well. On the one hand, both companies are products of a specific local context that reflects Hong Kong identity. On the other, both appeal to a particular global imaginary in order to sell nostalgic Chinese fantasies to a global market.
A combination of the Greek words nostos (to return home) and algia (a painful condition), the term "nostalgia" was coined by Swiss physician Johannes Hofer in the late seventeenth century to describe extreme homesickness among Swiss mercenaries fighting in distant lands.
1 It described a medical condition, the symptoms of which included despondency, melancholia, mood swings, weeping, anorexia, and suicide attempts. Nostalgia remained a medical or psychological disease until the twentieth century, during which the term lost its medical usage and its core referent, "homesickness," but retained some sense of "home-like" sentiments as it was assimilated into Western popular culture after World War II. In popular culture, nostalgia's appeals to continuity of identity proved popular in the face of the various forms of discontinuity inherent in modernization's program of rapid change. For Fred Davis:
The nagging sense of the absence of a future undercuts what is perhaps the chief unspoken aim of nostalgia's This "apprehension of the future" was precisely the situation of late-colonial Hong Kong, with only the certainty being change after June 30, 1997. The uncertain future related not only politics, but covered all aspects of social life with Hong Kong's imminent change from a British colonial city to a Chinese city. It is in this context that Hong Kong's nostalgia fever of the 1980s and 1990s arose-cultural products from film and literature to advertising and design tapped into the colony's anxiety about future change.
Hong Kong's Nostalgia Fever
Hong Kong's "nostalgia fever" of the late 1980s and 1990s has been widely characterized as a symptom of handover anxiety, incorporating a broad range of cultural products that might construct a cultural identity based on a particular history before it (potentially) disappeared. In an article about nostalgic films, cultural critic Rey Chow noted that the colony's nostalgia fever included not only films but also the renovation of architectural landmarks, the popularity of old postcards, posters, and publications, as well as the fashion for collecting antiques. 3 However, the specific place and time that clearly stood out as a reference in this wave of nostalgia was modern Shanghai-the glamorous decadence of the "Paris of the East" in the 1920s and '30s was a key touchstone that embodied Hong Kong's contemporary aspirations and fears.
Art historian David Clarke, in his book Hong Kong Art: Culture and Decolonization, argues that Shanghai nostalgia was:
… handover-related in that it showed a fascination with a city whose past might prefigure Hong Kong's future: Shanghai was also a modern Chinese capitalist city that had been taken over by the Communist regime. … they are not, despite their often explicit subject matter, nostalgic for the past as it was; rather they are, simply by their sensitivity to the movements of temporality, nostalgic in tendency. Their effect is tenacious precisely because we cannot know the object of such effect for sure. Only the sense of loss it projects is definite. 5 Similarly, Ackbar Abbas reads Hong Kong's nostalgia fever in terms of preservation, "memory without pain," in which history becomes a kind of surface decoration. 6 For Abbas, the historical past disappears in a series of pop images, as the specifics of history disappear in the generalized nostalgic spirit of the pre-handover period. This generalized nostalgia without a clear object of loss is at odds with Fred Davis's account of nostalgia in which "there is some common experiential base to which the word points and which it qua word evokes." 7 For Davis, nostalgia's material is not merely a general past, but "the past which is the object of nostalgia must in some fashion be a personally experienced past." Nostalgic atmosphere, in embellishing the vacuum of memory and in creating personal identities within the span of historical imagination, simultaneously accomplishes a representation of consumerism, as well as a consumerism of representation.
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Given the decline of revolutionary communism in the 1980s and 1990s, the question of collective representation in China was up for grabs. But in the mainland case, nostalgia, Dai argues, was an expression of the individual or the consumer, rather than the collective. And, unlike in Hong Kong, modern Shanghai was not the touchstone. Meanwhile, in a global sense, theorists of postmodernism such as Fredric Jameson, and of globalization, such as Roland Robertson, have suggested that nostalgia is common to postmodern culture in general. 10 Images of the past that reappear in popular representations were part of a global tendency in latetwentieth-century design. American graphic designers such as Paula Scher and Louise Filli, or British designers such as Neville Brody and Peter Saville, for example, revived an eclectic mix of prewar modern styles in the 1980s as a challenge to the purity of international-style modernism exemplified by Swiss School graphic design.
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However, the particular situation of Hong Kong during the 1980s and 1990s was unique, and the example of Alan Chan's and Shanghai Tang's rise to prominence there exposes the complexities of nostalgic design in the late twentieth century. Their cultural products not only were designed for local consumption in their exploitation of particular local histories, but also provided exotic Asian imagery 5 R. Chow, "A Souvenir of Love" in R.
Chow Chan is best known for his nostalgic designs; an early example of which is his visual identity for the Canton Disco (1984), which included signage, menus, coasters, and stationery ( Figure  1 ). The menus feature a repeated motif of a swimmer against a flat background of bright green, pink, or yellow (a different color for each type of menu). The swimmer, with his slicked-back hair and 1930s bathing costume, was appropriated from an old cigarette card, illustrated in a Western style. With its decorative line work and irregular lettering, the logo is clearly influenced by contemporary Euro-American, postmodern typography, particularly the Milanese studio Memphis. This decorative and colorful approach to typography is similar to art deco, itself in keeping with the style of the 1930s swimmer illustration. The disco's name, Canton, utilizes the English name for Guangzhou, the trading port in neighboring Guangdong province, and all of the text is in English rather than Chinese characters. Described by Hilary Binks as "Hong Kong's most upmarket and fashionable discotheque of the 1980s," 12 Chan's designs were clearly meant to appeal to the expatriate community, or to a cosmopolitan Hong Kong audience with Euro-American tastes. This example of Chan's work might be termed "international postmodernism" with a Chinese flavor, in which an already modernized Chinese figure and local reference is appropriated and reused, a Hong Kong version of Paula Scher's or Louise Filli's contemporary retro designs.
Another well-known early Chan design project is his corporate identity and packaging for the Fook Ming Tong Tea Shop (1987), comprising a series of tin tea caddies and packaging, decorated with reproductions of China Trade paintings which illustrate the tea-making and trading processes ( Figure 2 ). The Fook Ming Tong Tea Shop is situated in the Prince's Building, in the heart of Hong Kong's wealthy business and tourist district, and its products are stocked in the Peninsula and Mandarin Oriental luxury hotels. Its trade consists of high-quality Chinese teas for tourists and local tea connoisseurs. In addition to designing the packaging and graphics, Chan helped design the shop's interior, which features antique Chinese furniture and traditional Chinese tea shop signage. The design project thus comprises a blend of traditional Chinese elements in the interior with Europeanized fragments from the eighteenth-century China tea trade in the packaging; all for a predominantly Western or at least a cosmopolitan local audience. The China Trade paintings featured on Chan's packaging were part of a large export trade in late seventeenth-century southern China in goods produced specifically for the European market. Guangzhou was southern China's eighteenth-century trade center before the foundation of Hong Kong diverted much of the trade to the British colony. Interestingly, China Trade porcelain, lacquer work, silks, paintings, and other goods were either reproductions of European models or executed in European styles. 13 In a repetition of the China Trade, Chan is functioning as a cultural broker, reselling China Trade paintings as packaging for luxury goods in a style readily recognizable to a global market. As a marker of design success, Chan created a similar range of tea caddies and coffee containers for the Mandarin Oriental Cake Shop in 1989, then opened his own tea shop, the Mr. Chan Tea Room, in 1993 and added a Tokyo franchise in 1996; all utilizing a similar design style.
In 1990, Chan founded Alan Chan Creations as a vehicle for his nostalgic Chinese style, which then was applied to a wide range of products including stationery, T-shirts, tea containers, cards, coasters, watches, coffee mugs, and mouse pads. The products were no different from similar products around the world, except for the distinctive decorative veneer applied to them. Their staple imagery was modern design from 1920s and 1930s Shanghai, China Trade paintings, commercial imagery from early Hong Kong, and, more recently, Maoist and Cultural Revolutionary imagery. In Hong Kong, Alan Chan Creations were (and still are) distributed by large department stores and luxury hotels, as well as the Alan Chan Creations shop in Victoria Peak's tourist precinct. Initially marketed to tourists in Hong Kong, Chan soon began distribution of his products in Japan, and later even wider distribution throughout the U.S. and Europe.
In a copybook illustration of postmodern eclecticism and pastiche, Chan's products display a variety of recognizable signs, from his ubiquitous "calendar girls" appropriated from Shanghai advertising calendars (Meinu Yuefenpai), to early modern commercial images including newspaper and magazine advertisements, matchbox covers, fans, and old photographs applied to numerous products from coasters to stationery (Figures 3 and 4) . A typical Chan coaster set comprises a pastiche of early-twentieth-century Chinese newspaper advertisements, mostly for Western or Western-style products such as toothpaste, butter, and medicines, with the text and simple line drawings converted to gold on a black background ( Figure 5) . A typical mouse pad is decorated with a pastiche of Shanghai calendar girls (Figure 6 ). Even the swimmer from the Canton Disco designs reappears on a notepad. What these images have in common is a narrative of Chinese history that will appeal to both Western consumers and to a local audience-a modern commercial China already integrated into global trade networks.
When asked in an interview why he had used the calendar girls, Chan replied: Firstly, the illustration technique and the attention to detail is unique…. Secondly, the concept of Chinese women seen from a European perspective is particularly interesting. I was trying to find a solution that would appeal to both Western and Chinese tastes. From a commercial point of view these paintings of fashionable Chinese ladies, as seen from a Western perspective and illustrated by both Oriental and Western technique, are a sound formula. 14 In his search for an "East meets West" mix acceptable to Western taste, Chan had discovered an earlier period of hybrid Chinese culture in interwar Shanghai. 15 The other issue he raises, that of using images from an already existing European perspective, is one I will return to later. For the moment, the issue of the Hong Kong identity is worth analyzing further because, as Chan added: "Nostalgia for the past is growing. The products offer a sense of history and cultural identity."
16 Thus, for Chan, while the products of Alan Chan Creations were supposed to appeal to Western tourists, they also were intended to provide Hong Kongers with some kind of cultural and historical identity. Their nostalgic appeal to prewar Shanghai modernism offered a continuity of identity for a colonial city-state heading towards potentially drastic changes after 1997.
Shanghai's historical connection to Hong Kong is worthy of further discussion since it presupposes a different historical narrative to both the official British colonial and the Chinese narratives of Hong Kong. With civil war raging in China in the years immediately after the Japanese withdrawal in 1945, Hong Kong experienced waves of immigration from the mainland; particularly from Shanghai. In these years, according to Leo Ou-Fan Lee:
… while the majority of the refugees lived in dire poverty in the outskirts of the city, Hong Kong's commercial and cultural elite underwent what might be called a process of "Shanghainization": Hong Kong was no longer a city to visit or to take a vacation, but a place to stay. 
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The particular aesthetic Shanghai migrants brought with them was both cosmopolitan and urban, mixing American and European art deco and modern styles with local references. The advertisements and calendar girl posters used extensively by Chan reflect Shanghai's urban lifestyle of the 1920s and 1930s. Virgil Kit-yiu Ho has analyzed the adoption of modern Western lifestyles in Shanghai during this period, including an intriguing analysis of new models of beauty. He writes about the Shanghaiese adoption of Western criteria for (particularly female) beauty, whereby physical attributes became paramount:
In an article "On Woman's Beauty and Ugliness" published in a vernacular magazine, the author teaches his readers how to appreciate a beauty. The long list of the "basic" parts of the female body to be appreciated includes the breasts, buttocks, thighs and shins. The spiritual quality of charm, which used to be cherished as an essential hallmark, has almost completely given way to sheer physical attraction.
The new concept of beauty has taken a more sensual and erotic orientation, which is almost certainly a cultural expression of the influence of the West on Cantonese values.
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These are the calendar girls reproduced on Chan's products: Chinese women conforming to Western stereotypes of beauty: images that would regain popularity in 1980s and 1990s Hong Kong. David Clarke argues that:
The allure of Chan's designs is reinforced by his frequent recourse to representations of the female body. Images culled from promotional calendar and poster art of a bygone era, and which in their time signified a specifically Chinese contemporaneity, now refer to a past with a feminized and modern flavour.
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In modern Shanghai, the male body image also was transformed into that of the modern Western gentleman in suit and tie-tall and muscular with a fashionable short Western haircut. Advertisements of the ideal new modern man "suggest the desirability of a visibly robust male body, perhaps a new, alien, yet 'modern' and ideal symbol for the urban male." 20 This virile new male is illustrated by Chan's swimmer of the Canton Disco, dressed in the latest swimwear with a fashionable short haircut.
As well as fashion and body image, the advertisements in pictorial magazines utilized by Chan were for a range of Western consumer goods-from soaps to electric and gas cooking equipment, cameras, phonographs, and fountain pens. The calendar poster also was developed as a form of advertising modernity to promote Western goods in the early twentieth century, chiefly by British and American tobacco, medical, cosmetic, textile, and oil companies.
Design Issues: Volume 25, Number 2 Spring 2009 22 Shanghai modernism thus was linked to global capitalism, adapting to local conditions via processes of selection and transference-the calendar posters typically combined elements of traditional Chinese painting with modern design. Lee suggests that traditional visual styles were used to "tone down" the foreign nature of the products. 21 Thus, while traditions were disappearing in modern Shanghai due to rapid modernization, traditional Chineseness became embodied in a style that could be used in a modern advertising format to make alien products seem familiar. In her analysis of Shanghai's "Butterfly" fiction of the same period, Rey Chow argues that traditionalism was created by producing a traditional "aura."
22 She notes that this Shanghai-style new "aura" of native culture later flourished in overseas Chinese markets, particularly Hong Kong:
With the "exiled" Chinese, the marketable quality of "tradition" has long been blended with a pragmatism that justifies modernized life-styles and Euro-American living standards."
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Chan's Shanghai-modern revival suggests many parallels between the two periods, particularly Shanghai's semicolonial adoption and adaptation of modernism, and Hong Kong's colonial adoption and adaptation of postmodernism. In the 1990s, Shanghai-modern imagery was reframed by Chan and applied to consumer objects in a second-order nostalgia for an earlier period of both Chinese modernity and global capitalism. It also reinforces a narrative of Chinese commercial culture in which Hong Kong is seen as the inheritor of Shanghai's position as a cosmopolitan and capitalist Asian metropolis. This is nostalgia's continuity in the face of discontinuity-the threat that, first, such commercial culture may not continue after 1997 and, secondly, with China gradually opening up to world markets, Hong Kong's unique position as mediator between China and the West may be lost. Tang's first major cultural project, the exclusive China Club, opened in 1991 on the top floor of Hong Kong's old Bank of China building. The club, designed in a Shanghai-modern style, included a dining room, bar, smoking room (particularly for cigars), and library filled with rare books. The walls were filled with a variety of Chinese cultural references-from kitsch Maoist posters and art to contemporary avant-garde mainland art including Wang Guangyi and Yu Youhan's playful appropriation of Maoist propaganda. Tang's use of Shanghai-modern nostalgia was expanded to include the now-deflated seriousness of Maoist propaganda, appealing to Hong Kong's political and business elite as kitsch.
Tang's other significant cultural venture, the upmarket department store Shanghai Tang, sought to recreate the glamorous decadence of 1930s Shanghai. The store features not only men's, women's, and children's clothes; but also shoes, accessories, and home furnishings including cushions, photo frames, towels, and teapots. Readymade clothes primarily are variations on traditional Chinese clothing in bright colors and patterns in a variety of luxury fabrics such as silk, leather, suede, and cashmere, finished with fine detailing including the ubiquitous Chinese "frog" clasps or knot buttons. The store also offers an "Imperial Tailors" service, which "revives the diminishing art of Chinese haute couture" via a team of "traditional Shanghaiese tailors," some of whom fled Shanghai during the Cultural Revolution to settle in Hong Kong. 26 The tailoring service offers unique hand-cut and handsewn, made-to-measure fashion in luxurious materials. The flagship store in Hong Kong's Central district opened in 1994, and global expansion began in 1997 with a store on New York's fashionable Madison Avenue (closed two years later, but subsequently reopened nearby), followed by stores in Singapore, Shanghai, Beijing, London, Bangkok, Honolulu, and Paris, as well as two new stores in Hong Kong in the Peninsular Hotel and Hong Kong International Airport. 27 Riding fashion's "Asian wave" of the 1990s, the New York store's opening generated international celebrity interest, with fashion icons such as Diana, Princess of Wales, and various Hollywood celebrities photographed wearing Shanghai Tang.
Shanghai Tang's design aesthetic is all-embracing, extending from the store's interior to the staff uniforms, distinctive packaging, and stationery. The flagship Pedder St. store (Figure 7) includes not only recreation Shanghai art deco furniture, but also details such as reproductions of two stained-glass panels from Shanghai's famous luxury hotel of the 1930s, the Cathay Hotel. Even the clothing label, "Shanghai Tang: Made by Chinese," and the logo follow the same aesthetic. The logo features a pink line drawing of the Pedder St. building on a lime-green background. Stylized Chinese characters ("Shanghai Tang") in yellow with pink outlines encircle the building's top, while below it on a separate banner are the English words "Shanghai Tang" in lime green on a purple background surrounded by five yellow stars (Figure 8 ). Like the clothes, the logo appears on bags, stationery, clothing labels, and brochures in variations of the signature Shanghai Tang color scheme of purple, bright-yellow, lime-green, and pink.
Although design references from prewar Shanghai dominate, Shanghai Tang also recycles designs from imperial and Maoist China in what Lise Skov describes as "a pastiche-like appreciation of the Chinese past."
28 The "Tang Jacket," for example, is derived from a combination of a late Qing Manchu official jacket and the Ma Hwa hip-length jacket (Figure 9 ). Featuring low collars and central Chinese "frog" clasps in a range of patterned fabrics including silk, cotton, and linen, both male and female versions also are available in various colors including lime-green, orange, fuchsia, and red. In Tang's nostalgic Chinese fashion grab bag, Mandarin collars lose their associations with conservative Confucianism, Mao suits lose their political symbolism and no longer suggest the Cultural Revolution's authoritarian discipline, and "coolie" pants lose their connection to indentured labor. The Maoist and Communist party references also include military jackets, a liberal sprinkling of red stars on promotional material and clothing, and accessories such as the "Waving Mao" and "Waving Deng" watches. These garments, effaced of their practical significance and political and economic relevance, easily become stylized Chinese exoticism for an elite global market.
Shanghai Tang can be seen as a Chinese version of Ralph Lauren's Polo brand that recycled nostalgic styles from American "history" in the 1970s and 1980s. Lauren based his collections on Hollywood-filtered American fantasies including mythical figures such as the pioneer, the cowboy, the Indian, and the British aristocratic. His flagship store in Manhattan, Rhinelander Mansion, provided a theatrical staging for nouveau riche American aspirations-stately English aristocratic room "sets" in dark wood and finished with family portraits complete the fantasy of tradition for a newly wealthy clientele who have none. Lauren presents a pastiche of American nostalgic styles, reflecting a yearning for tradition, stability, and history in a rapidly changing society. Shanghai Tang produces a similar nostalgic "stylism," with similar theatrical set interiors suggesting that, while the content they sell (Chineseness) is "local," the forms and marketing are imported. What differentiates the two brands is that, unlike Tang, both Lauren's designs and his public persona are imbued with an aura of authenticity and sincerity at odds with Tang's parody and playfulness. Lauren's styles, while on the one hand particularly American, on the other seem to have crossed cultural boundaries with ease to become part of a global fashion language. While the global appeal of Lauren's clothes can be explained by the postwar spread of American popular culture, particularly Hollywood cinema, Shanghai Tang's appeal is less obvious.
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The global appeal of Shanghai Tang's kitsch design mix may be explained in terms of its debt to a particularly Western cinematic vision of China. Their "Kung Fu" pants and shirts, for example, evoke Bruce Lee films, while the tightfitting cheongsams are familiar to Westerners from The World of Suzie Wong (1960) or, more recently, Wong Kar-Wai's nostalgic cheongsam homage, In the Mood for Love (2000) . Shanghai Tang's peasant clothing references evoke the costume dramas of fifth-generation historical films by directors such as Zhang Yimou and Chen Kaige. Thus, it was no coincidence that Shanghai Tang's promotional "face" during the late 1990s was the mainland Chinese actress Gong Li, best known for her lead roles in many of Zhang Yimou's nostalgic films. As a period actor adorned in sumptuous costumes-from the imperial China of Red Sorghum (1987) and Raise the Red Lantern (1992), to the decadence of prewar Shanghai in Shanghai Triad (1995)-Gong Li has been associated with several Chinese historical periods and, for a Western art house cinema audience, she was the face of Chinese nostalgic cinema during the 1990s.
As a local phenomenon, Shanghai Tang In contrast then, Hong Kong in the 1990s saw a revival of the cheongsam in the form of an off-the-shelf, colorful, and patterned symbol that could function both nostalgically for local consumers and as Chinese exotica for expatriates or tourists. Shanghai Tang's global expansion in the late 1990s highlights David Tang's aim of selling Chineseness to a global market:
I thought it was crazy that there wasn't a recognized or respected Chinese brand on the market … "Made in China" had the bad connotation of poor quality and tackiness. But I knew China had the capacity to produce the best clothes on the market, because they were already making clothes for famous Western brands. Losing its humorous pop cultural edge, in this collection, Shanghai Tang has resorted to repackaging clothing and functional objects of some of the poorest and most disadvantaged Chinese ethnic groups for a particular global market nostalgic for "authentic" (that is, premodern) native culture.
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Globalizing Chinese Nostalgia
In the lead up to the 1997 handover, the nostalgia of Chan's or Shanghai Tang's designer goods helped construct a particular Hong Kong identity that was opposed to the conformity of communist China. While their use of pastiche and appropriation can be seen in the light of international postmodernism, it is important to note that not only were their references specifically local, but these techniques also were key design techniques in 1920s and 1930s Shanghai design and advertising; with imitations and adaptations of modern Western styles and processes common. Their work thus can be seen as a continuation of the local processes of cultural transfer typical of eighteenth-century Canton, 1920s and 1930s Shanghai, and early twentieth-century Hong Kong. In the anxious years preceding the mainland's reclamation of the city, Hong Kong thus is identified with the particular historical narratives of South China's port cities and their connection to global trade and capitalism.
In this context, Shanghai's romance and glamorous decadence, and Canton's commercial culture, could be seen in opposition to the mainland's collective expressions exemplified by the Cultural Revolution (and, more recently, the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre). However, even imagery from the Cultural Revolution eventually was adapted by Chan and Shanghai Tang, and marketed as luxurious kitsch. 34 This suggests that, while Hong Kong's pre-handover nostalgia fever may have provided the fertile ground for such designers, their flowering continued in a global context beyond 1997. If the pre-handover condition of Chan's and Tang's work can be perceived as defining possible Hong Kong identities via nostalgic appeal to Shanghai's interwar culture, the post-handover condition would seem to demand a different perception: by the early twenty-first century, selling Chineseness was becoming extremely profitable. While the 1980s saw the emergence of high-end Japanese fashion brands including Issey Miyake, Comme des Garçons, and Yohji Yamamoto-all in one sense or another selling "Japaneseness"-in the 1990s, Hong Kong emerged as the launching pad for the construction and distribution of brands such 
